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The study of the energy transfer between the different regions of the solar wind – magnetosphere – ionosphere system is probably the main goal in Solar–Terrestrial Physics. In the magnetosphere – ionosphere coupling, the ionosphere power dissipation is highly sensitive to the conductivity, in such a way that a detailed knowledge of this property in the auroral and polar ionosphere is of great interest because it is important not only to determine Joule heat, but also for electric fields and currents models, including the field aligned currents coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The main sources of ionization and subsequent conductivity in the ionosphere are due to the emission of electromagnetic radiation and charged energetic particles from the sun. In this work it is analysed the influence of the precipitating electrons on the auroral ionosphere conductivity during magnetic storms. It is shown that the conductance values appear subestimated for high levels of activity due to the saturation produced during very intense magnetic storms. Keywords: Plasma physics, atmospheric physics, magnetic storms. El estudio de la transferencia de energia entre las diferentes regiones que se acoplan en el sistema viento solar – magnetosfera – ionosfera es de fundamental importancia en la f´ı sica solar–terrestre. En el acoplamiento magnetosfera – ionosfera, la potencia disipada en la ionosfera es altamente sensible a la elecci´on de la conductividad, de manera que un conocimiento detallado de esta u´ ltima en la ionosfera auroral y polar es de gran inter´es. La conductividad es importante no solo para determinar el calor Joule, sino que tambi´en para los modelos de campos el´ectricos y corrientes, incluyendo las corrientes alineadas al campo magn´etico que acopla la magnetosfera con la ionosfera. Las principales fuentes de ionizaci´on y consecuente conductividad en la ionosfera se deben a la emisi´on de radiaci´on electromagn´etica y part´ıculas energ´eticas cargadas desde el Sol. En este trabajo se analiza la influencia de la precipitaci´on de electrones en la conductividad de la ionosfera auroral durante tempestades magn´eticas. se muestra que el valor de la conductancia aparece subestimada para altos niveles de actividad debido a la saturaci´on producida durante tempestades magn´eticas muy intensas. Descriptores: F´ısica de plasmas, f´ısica atmosf´erica, tormentas magn´eticas. PACS: 52.; 94.20



Introduction The major effect of solar wind – magnetosphere interactions lies in the generation of the so called solar wind – magnetosphere dynamo which can attain typical values of 1011 watts during moderate storms [1] and of ∼ 1013 watts during superstorms [2]. Much of the energy produced by this dynamo is eventually dissipated in the polar and auroral ionosphere as Joule heating by electrical currents systems, as the deposition of kinetic energy by precipitating particles from the plasma sheet and other processes. The Joule heat rate is highly sensitive to the ionospheric conductance choice, then a detailed knowledge of this property is important not only to determine the Joule dissipation but also for electric fields and currents models, including the field aligned currents coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere [3]. In the past several years there has been considerable effort devoted to producing maps of auroral zone conductances from global surveys of energetic electron precipitation using data from polar orbiting satellites such as ISIS, AE-C, DMSP, and NOAA [4]. Previous models have organized observations by using geomagnetic indices, AE and Kp; using an estimate of the hemi-



spherical power input into the atmosphere derived from the same observations; and using the equatorward auroral boundaries defined by the electron precipitation enhancements. Apparently, due to the reported limitations of the AE and Kp indices of magnetic activity [5], the best statistical model of precipitating electron-produced conductances can be built by using the auroral particle data as the geophysical parameter. In the present work it is estimated the equatorward and poleward auroral boundaries, using data from NOAA polar orbiting satellites, to derive the contribution to Pedersen conductances during very intense magnetic storms, as it was used recently to compute the dissipation [6].



Auroral boundary model: methodology and preliminary results Physically, each conductance model should consider the following: i) determine the number flux of electrons at given energies; ii) calculate the resulting vertical profile of ionization,
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by assuming neutral atmospheric densities, crosssections, reaction rates, etc; iii) calculate Pedersen (σP ) and Hall (σH ) conductivities from classical equations, by assuming collision frequencies, gyrofrequencies, magnetic field, etc; iv) integrate σP and σH in altitude to determine the respective conductances ΣP and ΣH . However, this physical concept is significantly limited by the practical procedures and assumptions to construct a global model and the average statistical models do not accurately describe an instantaneous ionosphere and errors as large as a factor of 2 can be expected. A better statistical model of precipitating electron- produced conductances can be built by: using the auroral particle data as the organizing geophysical parameter, using realistic statistical values like the median or the mode rather than an average which may never exist in real data, and computing the conductances directly forsaking previous algorithms. As it was pointed out in first section, the contribution to Pedersen conductivity was estimated from the auroral boundaries defined by the electron precipitation following the work of Kroehl et al. (1988, 1990). The orbital data were organized by the equatorward boundary of the precipitation, and activity levels were assigned to each orbit depending upon all boundaries occurring within a magnetic local time (MLT). All data for that level were aligned so that the boundaries were colocated. Mean an median spectra were determined for each degree in latitude and hour of local time. Median differential energy spectra were used to compute the conductances. As a result, realistic model of precipitating electron characteristics and ionospheric conductances were obtained for each activity level. An advantage of this model is that it is possible to determine the global conductance in the auroral zone through the knowledge of the equatorward boundary (EqB) for a given MLT. As it is usual in the literature, the contribution of ions is not considered in this work (The energy flux of ions is about 10% of the energy flux of electrons). The necessary auroral boundaries were determined from the total energy flux of precipitating electrons in the energy range between 0.3 and 20 keV. The data were collected from NOAA 6 and NOAA 7 polar orbiting satellites which involve approximately 6000 boundaries of the auroral zones, during very intense magnetic storms, which were inferred projecting the position of the satellites to low ionospheric heights (120 km). Once the boundaries were determined they were organized according MLT. For a given MLT, the data were distributed from the lowest to the highest EqB and separated in fourteen groups and related with a parameter of Activity Level(AL), introduced previously. The first eight AL (from 0 to 7) coincide with the original previous work but the next six were modified and introduced here to include study superstorms events. So, each EqB determined in a given MLT, has associated an activity level which goes from 0 to 13.



F IGURE 1. Extended activity levels (AL) and their corresponding average Pedersen conductances (< ΣP >) in the nightside and the dayside auroral ionosphere.



F IGURE 2. Results of the extension of the activity levels according the equatorward boundaries for each MLT.



The average Pedersen conductance value, for the superstorm event of April 1981, inferred by the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamic (AMIE) [7] was used as a comparison reference to estimate the average conductances for levels of activity higher to 7. The average conductance values show a monotonic increasing behaviour as the activity level grows, but declines for high AL, and the main contribution of the precipitating particles enhancing the conductivity occurs near midnight. The correspondence between the activity levels, AL, and the Pedersen Conductances, ΣP , are shown in Fig. 1. The global result concerning the activity levels, the equatorward boundaries and the MLT, appears in Fig. 2. As we use the auroral particle data as the organizing geophysical parameter, the apparent subestimed conductance values for high activity levels are not due to the reported limitations of the AE indices [5] but to the saturation produced during very intense magnetic storms [6].
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